JOB DESCRIPTION
Facility:
Business:

Truck Bodies & Equipment International –Fayette Plant
Manufacture of dump truck bodies

Job Title: Maintenance Tech II
REV B 25MAY2022KA

FLSA:
Supervisor:

Non-exempt hourly
Maintenance Supervisor

Position Duties:
 Repair identified malfunctions on all plant industrial equipment including (but not limited to)
sheer, brake press, ,drill, saw, cope, grinder, welding equipment, cutting torch, plasma
burner, fork lift, Trumpf laser, crane, and jib boom.
 Repair identified malfunctions on production facility including (but not limited to) electrical,
plumbing, heating, air conditioning.
 Clean and paint plant and office areas as required.
 Implement preventive maintenance according to preventive maintenance plan and provide
feedback on the avoidance of malfunctions in equipment.
 Complete all administrative responsibilities accurately and on a timely basis.
 Participate in ordering maintenance parts and supplies, providing recommendations for
appropriate materials. Monitor expendable inventory.
 Identify and correct any unsafe working conditions.
 Participate in Lean indicatives such as Kaizens.
 Teach basic operator PM to new EE’s.
Qualifications:
 Educational: High School degree or equivalent preferred; technical school, military or junior
college maintenance education desirable.
 Experience: Trouble shoot and identify root cause. Repair of manufacturing equipment
including hydraulic, pneumatic, PLC, and electrical systems desirable.
 Skills: Basic mechanical ability. Hydraulic, pneumatic, PLC, and electrical systems. Can do
attitude. Must be able to lift 50 lbs. Must be able to stand, squat and sit for 10 hours.
Environmental Conditions:
 Inside/Outside: 95% inside, 5% outside
 Temperature: Dependent on weather, minimal heating, no air conditioning
 Humidity: Dependent on weather
 Noise or Vibration: Up to 95 db; personal protective equipment required
 Hazards:
 Finger/Hand - Cuts, abrasions & burns (PPE: Cotton gloves)
 Foot - Crush & contusion (PPE: steel toe shoes)
 Eye - Foreign objects, flash burn (PPE: Safety glasses, welding hood when exposed)
 Face - Burns, metal fragments (PPE: welding hood or grinding shield when exposed)
 Hearing - Exposure to > 90 db (PPE: hearing protection)
 Falling - Harness or lift equipment

